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The Jag-Stang® guitar's tones come courtesy of

one humbucker (bridge), a vinfage-style single

-coil (neck) and a Fender® floating vibrato. The

Jag-Stang comes complete with three-posjtion slide

on/off phase sw'tch (neck pickup)/ three position

slide on/off switch (bridge pickup) and its own gjg

bag. Rewrite your own chapter in musical history!

Available in Resto Red (40) and Sonic Blue (72).

www.fender.com



John 5 joined Marilyn Munson, one of rock's most

controversial bands, after spending years as a

top-notch Los Angeles session guitarist. With an

arsenal of guitar chops that span a multitude

of styles (inctudingbluegross and country),

he got his start working with the likes bfk.d;

long, David Lee Roth, Wilson ffiillips. Rick

Springfield, Rob Hqjford/teaAndreoneonrf

Robin Zander. Eorlier ihisyeat; John ^metwitlt

Fender® to design a guitar ihot would

become eqtitrf parfe shocking,

rocking onct versatile.

^

^
Marilyn ^anson guitarist, John 5, with his Fender
Custom ShtilhUJelecaster® guitar.

Featuring pure Tele® styling and

cutting-edge modifications, the Fender

Custom Shop J5 Telecaster guitar is a

modern-day classic. Although it appears

to be a standard Tele guitar, a closer look

unveils a custom three-on-side headstock

bolted onto a white double-bound premium

ash body with a shaved maple neck

(for behind the nut bends) complete with a

rosewood fingerboard. The J5 Tele guitar is

equipped with either a Fender USA Enforcer or

Seymour Duncan Hot Rails humbucker in the

bridge and a Fender Custom Shop Twisted Tele

single-coil pickup in the neck - available with a

Bigsby-licensed vibrato system. Also, the hardtail

version utilizes two-volume wiring, allowing

separate volume controls for each pickup and a

three-way toggle switch.

Fender Frontline Extra Photo BY Chris Cuffaro



®

"I went to Fender® to have them build me a guitor that

allows me to play crazy heavy rock sounds and nice

country tones. This guitar can do that and then some.

It sounds so good. And, it looks cool too. There's so

much chrome on the thing, if looks like a motorcycle or

something. I'm very, very proud of it. It's one of the

best-sounding guitars I've ever played!"

-JohnS

:Bigsby 015-5500-806

• White Double Bound Ash Body

• Chrome Pkkguard

• Seymour Duncan Hot Rails Bridge Pickup

• Custom Shop Twisted Tele® Neck Pickup

• Bigsby Vibrato

• Fast Thin C-shape Neck

• Rosewood Fretboard 12" Radius

• Nickel Silver Inlay

• Wide Dot Spacing

:HB 015-5000-806

Same features as listed above, with ...

• Fender Enforcer Humbucker Bridge Pickup

• String-fhrough-body Bridge

• Each pickup contains separate

volume controls for each pickup

and a three-way toggle switch

www.fender.com
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FLAT HEAD™ SERIES

FLAT HEAD
SHOWMASTER
015-4300-8XX

Alas, the Fender Custom Shop has created a no-nonsense, industrial-

strength guitar. This custom creation features a flaf-front alder body

with a contoured back and neck heel, one direct-mount custom Enforcer™

humbucker, 22 jumbo frets, a 251/2"-scale maple neck with a 12"

radius ebony fingerboard and a bone nut. Adding to the beauty is a

custom nickel silver "crossed piston" inlay at the 12th fret, flat black

hardware and mother-of-pearl side dot markers. The Flat Head™

Showmaster® can truly flex its musical muscle with the best of them.

Available in Light Gray (70), Dark Gray (74) and Mustard (88).

015-4900-8XX

Not to be outdone by the Showmaster, the Fender Custom

Shop has created the Flat Head Telecaster for all those Tele

guitar fanatics out there. This no-nonsense, industrial-strength

guitar also features a flat-front alder body with a contoured

back and neck heel, one direct-mount custom Enforcer

humbucker, 22 jumbo frets, a 251/2"-scale maple neck

with a 12" radius ebony fingerboard and a bone nut.

Features custom nickel silver "crossed piston" inlay at the

12th fret, flat black hardware and mother-of-pearl side dot

markers. The Flat Head Telecaster guitar is a bold and heavy

take on the quintessential electric guitar. Available in Light

Gray (70), Dark Gray (74) and Mustard (88).

www.fender.com
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FER

013-01XX-XXX

Every ONE is different!

Finally, art you can touch! Designed after the

ever-popular and modern "Spin Art," each Splatfer

Stratocaster® guitar has its own "one-of-a-kind"

finish. We start with a Standard Series Stratocaster

guitar and then drip various colors in different

sequences on the front and back of the spinning

body to create a truly individual and unique finish.

Between the six different base body finishes and

15 different applied paint colors, there is an endless

array of color possibilities. Why hang original art on

the wall, when you can strap it on and play if!

Colors will vary.
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AMERICAN
Why choose between hot humbuckers and vibrant single-coils? Play the best
of both worlds when you own the most versatile guitars on the planet - the
all-new American Series HSS or HH guitars and basses. All American Series
HSS, HH, HH Hardtail Stratocaster®, Precision Bass® and Jazz Bass® guitars
come equipped with the patented S-1™ switching system. This new system
allows players to choose from an endless array of pickup configurations. By
pushing the button secretly located on the crown of the master volume knob,
you can switch humbuckers into single coils in an instant.

American Series guitars feature an alder or ash body, modern, satin-finished

"C'-shape maple necks with rosewood or maple fingerboards and 22
medium jumbo frets, and an American two-point tremolo (Stratocaster),
while American Series Telecaster® guitars feature an American made Tele®

bridge with six stainless steel saddles. The American Series Stratocaster
guitar is available in 3-Color Sunburst (00), Olympic White (05), Black (06),
Chrome Red (25), Butterscotch Blonde (MN only 50), and Chrome Blue (95).
The American Series Telecaster is available in 3-Color Sunburst (00), 2-Color
Sunburst (Ash/MN only 03), Black (06), Chrome Red (25), Natural (Ash/MN
only 21), and Vintage White (41).

HH
011-7100-7XX

The Stratocaster HH guitars feature the new S-1 switching and two Fender American humbucker

pickups, one Black Cobra in the bridge and one Sidewinder in the neck position. It also comes

equipped with an American two-point stainless steel tremolo and stainless steel bridge saddles.

Available in Black (06), Chrome Red (25), Chrome Silver (91 ) and Chrome Blue (95).

STRATOCASTER HH
HARDTAIL
011-7130-7XX

The Stratocaster HH Hardtail features the new S-1 switching and two Fender American

humbucker pickups, one Black Cobra (bridge) and one Sidewinder(neck), and comes

complete with a stainless steel hardtail bridge. Available in Black (06), Chrome Red

(25), Chrome Silver (91) and Chrome Blue (95).

011-7000/02-7XX

Stratocaster HSS guitars features the new S-1 switching and three incredible

sounding Fender pickups (one Diamondback humbucker and two Custom

Staggered Tex-Mex™ single coils) available in 3-Color Sunburst (00),

Black (06), Chrome Red (25), Sienna Sunburst (47), Butterscotch Blonde (50)

(maple neck only) and Chrome Silver (91).

|TM

SWITCH
The groundbreaking S-1 switching

system allows players to switch

from humbuckers to single-coils in

an instant. This switch is visually

undetectable but tonally it turns your

instrument into the most versatile axe

on the planet! Located in the crown of

the master volume knob, one push of

the switch wilt place your pickups in

an endless assemblage of parallel and

series pickup configurations. You can

have the best of all worlds!

.fender.com
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AMERICAN
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011-8502-7XX

The best in modern vintage design is at your fingertips.

The American Series Ash Telecaster® guitar is for serious

players looking for a "workhorse" guitar with vintage styling

and modern day appointments. Based on the ever-popular

'52 Tele®, this Telecaster features a premium ash body, a

modern one-piece maple neck with a 12" radius, 22 medium

jumbo frets, and a string-through-body American SRS Tele

bridge with steel bridge plate for added sustain and tonality.

A variety of vintage tones come standard thanks to two

new. Vintage spec pickups and a three-way switch. With the

American Series Ash Telecaster, you can have it all! Available

in 2-Color Sunburst (03) and Honey Blonde (67).

i /
' i7



AMERICAN SERIES

AMERICAN SERIES

^

019-3460/02-7XX

The world's best-selling bass just got better! With the new S-1™ switching

system, you can get great J Bass® and P Bass® tones from one instrument.

With the S-1 switch engaged, if switches the pickup from parallel to series

giving the bass a fatter, beefier, almost humbucking sound similar to a

P Bass guitar. They come in some great new finishes and feature a solid

alder or ash body and a graphite-reinforced, modern "C'-shaped maple

neck with a satin polyurethane finish (available with maple or rosewood

fingerboard). Available in 3-Color Sunburst (00), 2-Color Sunburst (03),

Black (06), Sunset Orange Transparent (22), Chrome Red (25), Butterscotch

Blonde (50) and Chrome Silver (91). ^

AMERICAN

019-3260/02-7XX

The American Series P Bass that everyone knows and loves is

better than ever! The new S-1 switching system makes this

bass extremely versatile and gives the player an array of

cool new sounds to go with some fantastic new colors

and finishes! With the S-1 switching system engaged,

it switches the American P Bass split single-coil pickup

from series to parallel giving the bass a brighter,

snappier tone similar to a J Bass. American Series P Bass

guitars feature a solid alder or ash body with a graphife-reinforced,

:, modern "C"-shaped maple neck and a satin polyurethane finish (available

; with maple or rosewood fingerboard). Available in 3-Color Sunbursf

(00), Black (06), Sunset Orange Transparent (22), Chrome Red (25),

Bufterscotch Blonde (50), Chrome Silver (91).

^

www.fender.com 13



SPECIAL EDITIONS

CUSTOM GT

^»icte4'

i 026-220X-XXX

Satisfy your need for speed with the hot new Esquire® Custom

GT guitar. Sporting custom finishes, racing stripes, oversized

abalone inlays and a super-slim contoured mahogany body

with a carved top - the Esquire Custom GT guitar is in a class

by itself. Powered by one Seymour Duncan Invader humbucker

and a lone volume knob, the Esquire Custom GT provides a

new definition of raw power. One look "under the hood" shows

a mahogany set neck with 22 jumbo frets and a rosewood

fingerboard, smoked chrome hardware and a strings-through-

body hardfail bridge. Rev up your playing with the Esquire

Custom GT. Available in Silver (1 -591), Crimson Red Metallic

(0-525) and Chrome Blue (0-595).

CUSTOM
FMTHH
026-2000-5XX

The Fender Custom Telecaster FMT HH guitar's

voluptuously carved and bound figured maple tops

I are available in three new hand-applied finishes

- Black Cherry Burst (61 ), Amber (20) and Blue

Transparent (62). The Fender Custom Telecaster FMT

HH features a bound and set mahogany neck with

u rosewood fingerboard, and a super slim contoured

mahogany body. Dual Fender-made humbuckers,

three-way switching and a push/pull coil tap provide

balance and versatility for smooth and warm

tones or aggressive arpeggios.

Fender Frontline Extra



DELUXE SERIES
' CUSTOM
TELECASTER®
SPECIAL HH
026-2100-578

This glorious guitar features a super-slim contoured

mahogany body with a cream-bound carved top.

The bound and set mahogany neck has a rosewood

fingerboard, oversized abalone dot inlays and 22 jumbo

frets. DiMarzio Tone Zone (bridge) and Air Norton (neck)

humbuckers, three-way switching and a push/pull coil

tap feature provides the punch to match this guitar's

golden good looks.

Double cream color used by permission of Dimarzio, Inc.

SHOWMASTER
WITH
TREMOLO HH

HH
TM

^̂
013-0400-3XX

You asked for it and you got it! The popular

Cyclone™ model is now available with

one Fender Atomic humbucker (bridge)

and one Fender Santo Ana humbucker

(neck) for tons of smooth and raunchy tone

selections. Featuring an offset waist alder

body and a 24.75"-scale maple neck with

a rosewood fingerboard - the Cyclone HH

combines a comfortable feel with excellent

playability. The Cyclone HH also comes with a

synchronous tremolo, a three-position toggle

switch, one volume and one tone knob, and

chrome hardware. Comes with deluxe gig bag.

Available in Daphne Blue (04), Black (06),

Pewter (43) and Orange (96).

^
^
^-.

SKIi

026-2700-578

Guaranteed to make the audience's jaws drop, this gorgeous golden guitar sounds every bit as beautiful as it looks.

Dual humbuckers, a synchronous tremolo and a five-way pickup selector switch allows for high-gain crunch and milky

smooth rhythm tones. The Showmaster® with Tremolo HH also has a super slim contoured basswood body with a carved

top and cream body binding. The bound and set maple neck has a rosewood fingerboard complete with 24 jumbo frets.

With the arrival of the latest Showmaster, all that glitters does turn to gold! ^^icfe^

www.fender.com
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-CHAMPTM

You've waited long enough! The world-

renowned Cyber-Series amplifiers ore joined

by their baby brother - the Cyber-Champ™.

This easy-to-use firecracker contains 21 presef

tones from Fender® clean to outrageous

disforft'on. You can write up to seven of your

own tones too, choosing from a variety of

analog preamp voicings and a full palette

of handcraffed Digital Signal Processing

(DSP) effects. The fun, flexible, powerful

and affordable Cyber-Champ pumps out a

genuine 65 wafts of power through a premium

Celestion GI2T-IOO speaker. It's not just

loud "on paper" either - set it next to your

drummer and start rockin'!

like off Cyber-Series amps, our Virtual Tone

Interpolation™ circuitry insfanfly reconfigures

the basic hardware building blocks of preamp,

tone stack, and effects to accurately reproduce

the sounds of many differenf classic and modern

amplifiers. The Cyber-Champ also features a new

hum reduction circuit, digital chromatic tuner,

headphone/line output, MIDI and more? Swop

presefs with other Cyber-Champ users or save

'em to your computer. If you've been waiting to

complete your home studio or are looking for

the perfect practice amplifier, look no furflier

than the newborn Cyber-Champ from Fender.

The Cyber-Champ is also compatible with the

Cyber Foot Controller™.

17.25//HxI8.5/<Wx9.5"D,30l6s.

22-90300-000

SS£S§?3"S

I'i—TnUMEMTBC

MADE IN MEXICO

BANK/
PRESET

CUSTOM SHOP

Red House^

Hang Ten

-^as ShuWe,

l^dWecTComb^

Euro Trem

"Boris Chorus

^p COLLECTION

,49 Champ

'55 Deluxe^

^5Pn"^to'LReverb-

"^SDeiuxe Revere

princeton 65_DSP_

British lnvas*on_

^trish Crunch

PLAYERS LOUNGE
YREWRHABLET^

'gtodium Rock_

"jiAorning l-^ht_

'psychobiHy_

Nu-D

Clean Arena^

jan BOK

icuda

Vintage

.fender.com



"This amp is great! I have used it for "quiet"
rehearsals and with my whole band live, anc
found it to be really solid and flexible in all
situations. Finally, there is an acoustic amp I can

put on the backline that won't let me down!"

- Willy Porter, Six Degrees recording artist
www.willyporter.com

s\s&:
^y^S^s.'^.^cs^
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ACOUSTASONIC™
STRATOCASTER®

18 Fender Frontline Extra
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GAIN TREBtE MID BASS

-*-t*aasaMI

Includes three-button footswitch for tuner mute and
FX on/off for each channel.

22.7"Hx22.8"Wx11.5"D,54lbs.

Patented Stereo Field Expansion (SFX) technology
fills the room with multi-dimensional sound!

'f\:;:<';):\4^

www.fender.com



UMiTEL, LUll ,UN AMPUFilgg

HOT ROD DELUXE TM BLUES JUNIOR

TWEEDUENSEN
021-3202-700 021-3205-700

The ever-popular Hot Rod Deluxe™ and Blues Junior™ amplifiers are available, for a limited time, in lacquer-coated Tweed covering for
that venerable vintage look. And, Jensen Vintage series speakers add a premium touch to the great tube tone you know and love.

VIBRO-KING® CUSTOM FLAVORS
The highly coveted Vibro-King® amplifier is now available in a variety of custom
treatments. Ask your local Fender® dealer for more information. To find the dealer nearest

you, call (800) 447-8940 or go to www.fender.com.

Western
811-0

Brown/Wheat
811-0000-500

Surf Green
811-0000-900

"Checkers"

811-0000-600

S4-

Fender Frontline Extra



FM SERIES
GUITAR AMPLIFIERS

23-16500-000

Tired of no-name amps that promise you power and features, but fall short? The FM 212R
combo matches Fender® tone and reliability with 100 watts of juiced-up power being

pushed through two new 12" Fender Special Design drivers. This versatile amp

features three channels (Clean/Drive/More Drive), on-board spring Reverb
and a new Mid Contour switch that lets players dial in a multitude of

distortion tones. The FM 212R looks as good as if sounds with its

black control panel, black vinyl covering and grille cloth, and
chrome hardware. Legendary Fender tone, tons of power and an

affordable price makes the FM 212R hard to pass up.
Two-button foofswitch included.

19.5"Hx26//Wx9.5"D,481bs.

23-16000-000

The FM 65R pumps out 65 watts of pure Fender® tone. The combo
features a new 12" Fender Special Design driver, dual channels, on-

board spring Reverb and the new Mid Contour switch. This switch allows
players to get all kinds of distortion tones, including rock, blues, metal and

more. The FM65R also looks as tough as it sounds, with a block control panel,
black vinyl covering and grille cloth, and chrome hardware. With the FM 65R,

you don't have to sacrifice your sound or your budget!

16.8"Hx18.75"Wx9"D,321bs.

^Vt(/^
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21-46800-000 The brand new 800 PRO is a high-powered bass head
designed to sound clean and loud - the ultimate building
block for any serious bass rig. With its no nonsense front

end and enormous power section, the 800 PRO is the
quintessential head for the consummate professional.

Perfect for large venues, the 800 PRO head utilizes
everything you need and nothing you don't to achieve the
tight thunderous tones you hear in your head.

The 800 PRO pumps out 800 watts of power ot 4 D(1200
watts at 2 0). All that power is matched with endless tone
possibilities, thanks to the Five-band EQ that includes a
Unree-band Semi-parametric EQ with Gain control, On/Off

1 and Room Balance control (which compensates
lexfreme acousfics). Other features include a varkible

, two Speakon ond 21/4" speaker outputs,
ice switch which emphasizes highs and lows, a
puf and on Effects loop. The 800 PRO gives the

Ipfoyer plenty of control without being confusing.

REGGIE HAMILTON
^<3
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400 PRO
22-45500-010

The brand new 400 PRO is a truly professional grade combo.
For professionals who are looking for a high-powered, hi-fi,

versatile combo that is incredible sounding, easy to use and
portable-the 400 PRO delivers!

The 400 PRO pushes 350 watts at 4 Q (500 watts at 2 Q) out of
two 10" cast frame Eminence speakers. Other features include a

Five-band EQ (including a Three-band Semi-parametric EQ with
Gain control and On/Off switch), an adjustable Compressor and
an on-board Korg DTR-1000 rack mount tuner (120v version
only), which will be available for a limited time. It also has a
Room Balance control (which compensates for extreme acoustics),

an Enhance switch that emphasizes highs and lows, and a
balanced XLR line out with a Pre/Post EQ switch.

24.75"Hx23"Wx17"D,80tbs.

"The 400 PRO combo was the logical evolution for Fender® into the professional bass
amplifier market. We strove to create an incredibly appealing statement specifically for
professional bass players. With its rugged carpet covering, industrial aluminum chassis, and
spring-loaded handles, the 400 PRO was designed to be the ultimate gig-able road-worthy
amp. We designed new Eminence cast frame 10" drivers that would easily handle all the
power the amp has to give and deliver night after night."

- Dave Lewis, Fender Research & Design Engineer
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RUMBLE SO
23-15500-010

The Rumble 60 combo pushes out 60

wafts of power via its 12" fender Special

Design speaker and houses a Four-band

equalizer. This feature gives the player

control over the low and high mid-range

frequencies. The Mid Scoop switch notches

out the mid frequencies, which is perfect

for thumb style slapping and popping.

A Line Out jack allows the signal to be

sent from the amp into a PA system or

recording console. The Rumble 60 is a

great practice amp or second amp for

beginners and professionals alike.

22.5"Hx18.75"Wx12.25"D,46lbs.

D'sphyingaffrAutes^
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RUMBLE 15
23-15300-010

"Honey... I shrunk the Big Rig! If

you've ever dreamt of the perfect

first bass amplifier, your dreams have

been answered - the Rumble 15

combo is here. With 15 watts of power

generated through its Fender Special

Design 8" speaker and closed-back

cabinet, the Rumble 15 will help take

you to the next level of bass playing. It

also features a CD input to jam along

to your favorite music. Take the next

step - with the Rumble 15 combo.

14.5"Hx13.5"Wx9.5"D,19lbs.

RUMBLE 25
23-15400-010

The Rumble 25 combo has 25 watts of

power and a Fender Special Design 10"

speaker, the most popular sized speaker of

professional bassists! The on-board Effects

Loop (Preamp out/Power amp in) serves

multiple functions. First, the Preamp out

allows you to send your signal directly out

into a recording device (no microphone

needed). Second, you can route effects

such as delay or reverb in to the middle

of your signal path (which produces better

results). It also has a CD input to jam

along to your favorite music. This amp

has enough power to jam with friends at

medium volumes and is easily transported

for low-level rehearsals.

RUMBLE 100
23-15600-010

The Rumble 100 combo is the "Big Daddy"

of the new Rumble Series, and - for good

reason. Featuring 100 watts of power

being delivered via a Fender Special

Design 15" speaker and horn, the Rumble

100 produces more boom for the buck

than any other combo. Its killer tone can

be shaped via its Bass, Treble and two Mid

controls, including a Mid Scoop control for

thumb-style slapping and popping.

25"Hx21"Wx13"D,60lbs.

17.5"Hx15"Wx10.25"D,32lbs.

Fender Frontline Extra
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AFFINITY FAT

031-0700-5XX

Offering up new "factory special run" finishes, the affordable Affinity Fat Stratocaster guitar is now available

in a beautiful Wine Red Transparent finish (38) and Montego Black Metallic with a custom platinum sparkle

pickguard (64). The Fat Stratocaster Special features one humbucker (bridge) and two single coil pickups, an

alder body, and bolt-on maple neck with a rosewood fingerboard. Grab one while they last!

^!
^..^°®^ "•

s?® AFFINITY

031-0603-503

Dressed in an eye-popping 2-Color sunburst finish, this limited edition

Fender-designed Stratocaster® guitar has the look and feel of guitars

costing 10 times as much. With a contoured alder body, bolt-on

maple neck (with a late '60s-style headsfock), three single coils and

a standard tremolo system - the Affinity Sfrat® guitar has all the

vintage vibe at a fraction of the price. These guitars won't be available

for long, so don't miss out on the real deal!

AFFINITY TELE

031-0203-550

Are you looking for vintage vibe at an incredibly affordable price?

This Telecasfer is a steal! Modeled after one of the most popular

electric guitars of all time, the Affinity Tele Special comes complete

with an alder body, two single-coil pickups and a bolt-on maple

neck. This butterscotch-blonde-finished beauty is only going to be

available for a limited time. Don't delay!

TELE® CUSTOM
032-7502-506

A new member of the Squier® family, the Tele® Custom is an

affordable hybrid of two popular Telecaster® designs. Fusing a

72 Tele Custom with a Tele Deluxe, this guitar has two high-

output humbuckers, a three-way pickup selector

switch, and independent volume and tone

controls. The Squier Tele Custom features

a solid tonewood body and a bolf-on

maple neck with a maple fingerboard.

www.fender.com 25



The limited edition M-77 in

Aztec Gold is sure to turn

heads. With a gorgeous

gold finish adorning

its arched mahogany

body, the affordable

M-77 features two

Duncan Designed

humbuckers, set neck

construction and block

inlays. It also has a 24.75"

scale neck complete with medium

jumbo frets. Turn your tunes to gold with this M-77

limited edition.

X-155
•WHITE
034-1500-550

What's more eye-catching, the limited edition

'White Heat' guitar's white flame custom finish or

its amazing-low price? Fortunately for you, if you

pick up one of these hot-rodded hollow bodies today

you don't have to choose. Peel out on the 'White

Heat' guitar's maple body and arched top with its

Duncan Designed humbuckers and custom tailpiece.

Other custom modifications include set _—JE

neck construction, block inlays

and medium jumbo frets.

Drag race your music to new

heights with the Series 24

X-155, and let the competition

eat your dust!

26 Fender Frontline Extra

With its hybrid of classic and modern features - and

affordable price - the Squier Cyclone™ allows any

player to enjoy the Cyclone vibe. Like its bigger

brothers, this versatile guitar features a small

contoured body, single coil and humbucker

configuration, vintage-style tremolo and

a bolt-on, 24.75"-scale maple neck with

rosewood fingerboard. Available in Black (06)

and Blue Metallic (95).
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TRANSPARENT BLUE
095-4205-036

Available on a first-come, first-served bosis, this

gorgeous transparent blue Grand Concert won't be

around for long. Made available in a special run,

this concert acoustic/electric is sure to become a

collectible. Featuring a AA grade solid spruce top and

a solid mahogany back - the Grand Concert acoustic

is a guitarist's dream. The 6C42's Fender/Fishman

pickup system features an acceleromefer, which

controls its second pickup for the perfect tone.

NATURAL
095-4605-021

Imagine the warmth of a solid spruce top/

the throaty and articulate projection of a

jumbo-shaped body and the workmanship

that is signature Fender®. Available for a

limited time, the special run Grand Jumbo

features a AA grade solid spruce top and a solid

rosewood back. It also has a soft cutaway for

easy access to high registers. The GJ46 sounds

great acoustically or plugged-in via its Fender/

Fishman electronics.

Fender Frontline Extra
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SCORPION

095-1800-006

Inspired by the successful Fender® Special

Edition Scorpion electric guitars, this limited

run acoustic guitar's one-of-a-kind "scorpion"

styling comes courtesy of a gloss black finish

and a custom pearloid scorpion inlay on the 12"

fret. With a soft cutaway, unbound solid spruce

top, solid mahogany back and a rosewood

fingerboard - the Scorpion acoustic plays and

sounds as good as it looks!

/
CUTAWAY ELECTRIC

^5-8909-032

Youdjiavetodigdeep in the heart of Texas to find
l.*\1^'?.*

a bigger'and Badder guitar than the Big Tex cutaway

electric acoustic. Featuring a barbwire rosette, cactus

inlay at the 1211' fret and vintage-style pin-up art - the

Big Tex is ready to hoe down. With a cutaway for easy

access and a voluminous jumbo body - everything is

bigger in TeKas!

4
/
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095-5005-032

And you thought the Fender® FR50 resonator

couldn't get any better. We've improved on the

original by adding a cutaway for easy access high

register slide solos and have installed a genuine

Fender Texas Tele® pickup to go alongside a

Fishman Powerchip and resonator pickup. And,

of course - the FR50 features the unmistakable

Fender "F" holes. Electrify your self and your

music with the FR50 CE from Fender!

BANJO
095-5900-221

The Fender FB59 is our absolute

top-of-the-line banjo. Professional bluegrass

and traditional American music players will

appreciate the details, including a gorgeously

figured walnut resonator and neck with

mother of pearl inlays, a brass tone ring

and gold-plated hardware. The FB59 banjo's

warm and responsive tone is second to none.

Hardshell case included.

^Wb

095-5100-032

If you're looking to put some bayou in your bass tone, look no

further than the FR51 resonator bass guitar. Modeled after the

ever-popular FR50 resonator guitar, the FR51 has Fender "F" holes

and an ultra-short 27.7" scale neck. With the FR51 resonator bass,

nobody will lay down the voodoo like you do!

Fender Frontline Extr



The wildly popular Stratacoustic™ and Telecoustic™ guitars are

now available in several new standard and custom finishes. If

you're looking for an eye-catching, durable and lightweight

acoustic that sounds great plugged in, look no further than the

new Stratacoustic and Telecoustic guitars.

095-7400-3XX

Stratacoustic guitars are available in Black (06), Blue Sparkle (13),
Sunburst (32) and Blue Flower (51).

LIMITED
EDITION

s-

Telecoustic guitars are available in Candy Apple Red (09), Silver
Sparkle (17), Natural (21 ), Sunburst (32) and Paisley (51).

SIS

LIMITED
EDITION
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POP ART STRAT TEE
099-9202-409/509/609/809

M L XL XXL

Now you've done it. You bought a cheap copy. An imitation,
a fake. And now she's hurt. You're not cool anymore. Next

time, get the genuine artide-A Fender Stratocaster® guitar!

Preshrunk 100% ring-spun cotton, 6.1 ounce, taped neck,

double-needle stiched bottom and sleeve hems. Like the
woman says, "If it isn't a Fender, it isn't a Strat!"

THE I.D. TEE
099-9200-406/506/606/806

M L XL XXL

Branded and Bar-coded since 1946. Yeah, that means a
lot to us as well. Preshrunk 100% ring-spun cotton, 6.1

ounce, taped neck, double-needle stitched bottom and
sleeve hems. Classic Fender logo resides on the left sleeve.

FENDER
ALL-STAR TEE
099-9201-406/506/606/806

M L Xl XXL

On deck and battin' a thousand, this new Fender All-Sfar
Tee will have you swingin' for the fences. Summer is near;
that means good concerts. Better look the part in this
preshrunk 100% ring-spun cotton, 6.1 ounce tee.

The boys of the summer are back!

CUSTOM FREEDOM
TEE^
099-9085-406/506/606/806

M L XL XXL

Made in the U.S.A. This 6.1 oz heavyweight, 100% cotton
shirt contains a fully screened front chest, with a small
custom shop logo screened on the back yoke.

CUSTOM SHOP
"PISTON PACKING"
LS TEE
099-9104-406/506/606/806

M L XL XXL

100% preshrunk, 6.1 oz cotton tee. Each sleeve is branded
with our own Custom Shop pinstripe design, with a front
chest screen of highly flammable crossing pistons.

^u&t

FENDER
"CHOP SHOP" TEE
099-9100-406/506/606/806

M L XL XXL

Chopped and Channeled; that's how we like it in the Custom
Shop. Custom cars and custom guitars; what a beautiful pair.
Made of 100% preshrunk, 6.1 oz cotton, this tee is swingin'.
Distressed logo for authenticity.

FENDER LOeO TEE
099-9058-406/506/606/806

M L XL XXL

We wanted to keep this one simple. Classic Fender® Logo across
front chest. Black, let 'em know who makes the finest musical
instruments around.

FENDER
"I WILL PLAV" TEE
099-9102-406/506/606/806

M L XL XXL

Don't kid yourself; we all remember what it was like to have
chalkboard detention in school. Missed a day of guitar pradice?
Up to the chalkboard you go! At least you'll look good sportin'
this 100% preshrunk, 6.1 oz cotton tee. Colored chalk and
childhood memories sold separately.

CUSTOM SHOP
SURF TEE
099-9103-405/505/605/805

M L XL XXL

Cowabunga! The bird's the word when you're hangin' 10 in
your new 100% preshrunk, 6.1 oz cotton surf guitar Tee! Mod-
eled after our Custom Shop pieces, this tee will make you feel
like the Big Kahuna. Toes on the Nose, baby!

FENDER "TREMOLO
BLOCKS" TEE
099-9101-406/506/606/806

M L XL XXL

Giddy-up 409! The boys in the Custom Shop love their guitars;
but they also love their cars. Not since peanut butter and jelly
has there been a better duo than cars and rock ond roll. This
ultra hip, 100% preshrunk 6.1 oz Tee is where it's at. Distressed
logo for authenticity.

We're always adding new and exciting Fender apparel and collectibles.
Visit www.fender.comlswag regularly to see what we come up with next!

Fender Frontline Extra



FENDER 2004
CUSTOM SHOP

CALENDAR
099-9171-000

like you have any gigs planned in the next
12 months... but hey, if you do, this is the

calendar to write 'em on! This 12-month 2004
custom calendar features images of the finest

in Fender® instrumentation, hand-picked
from our Custom Shop repertoire. Printed on

heavyweight glossy stock suitable for framing.
This is the perfect daydreaming tool.

FENDER
AUTHORIZED

SERVICE PATCH
099-9167-000

Finally... a patch worthy of the
Fender nome! By popular demand,

this vintage Authorized Service workshop
patch will bring your favorite workshirt,

gigbag, backpack, hat, etc. to the next level.
Fully embroidered; heat seal backing;

dimensions measure 4"x2.5".

FENDER
"HIGHLY

FLAMABLE"
PATCH

099-9168-000

Jimi should have been wearin' this patch
the night he took the stage that memorable

Sunday night in Monterey. With a little help from
some of the most influential musicians in Rock

and Roll, our instruments have lit up stages
for more than 50 years. This patch reflects that
mojo. Perfect for a workshirt, gigbag, hat, etc

Fully embroidered; heat seal backing;
dimensions measure 3.5"x3.5"

AMERICAN
VINTAGE

COFFEE MUG
099-0259-000

Fill it to the rim with this beauty!
Made in the U.S.A., this sea foam green

ceramk mug features a panoramic image of

our entire American Vintage line of headstocks.
Our classic Fender and American Vintage

logos reside on each side of the mug as well.
Imagine, the entire American Vintage line at

your fingertips! Well, almost...

<^»u/s^
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CUSTOM SHOP
BUILDERS BOX

099-9171-006

So, the boys in the Custom Shop wanted us
to build a collector's piece that would be cool

enough to sport the Custom Shop logo, but also
be very original. This Custom Shop Builder's box

was the answer to that request. A true throw

back to the vintage lunch boxes of yesterday.
Each Builder's box measures 10" wide x 4 5/8"
deep x 71/4" high. Hand assembled and made

of .30mm guage tinplote. Beautifully designed
Custom Shop pinstripe lithograph printing

resides on the entire box. This is an absolute
must have for your collection.

LIMITED EDITION
19S4/1955

FENDER
CATALOG
LIGHTERS

1954 099-0264-024
1955 099-0265-036

Zippo, the classic American lighter, meets
the classic American guitar. This very limited

edition polished chrome lighter features a fully
embossed replica logo of the classic 1954/55

Fender catalogs. Got a light? You bet you do...

FENDER
INSULATED

TRAVEL MUGS
Chrome Silver 099-0260-091
Fender Red 099-0260-009

These foam insulated stainless travel mugs
combine the practical functionality of stainless

steel with the look of contemporary style. Each
16 02. mug features the classic Fender® logo

embossed on each side, a closeable sliding
top lid for extra spill protection, and a bottom
skid resistant pad. So, whether you choose the
brushed stainless, or the vibrant Fender® red,

you are sure to enjoy your favorite hot or cold
beverage with a new touch of class!

^7^tC&4'
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Fender Musical Instruments Copporation

BBBQ E. Chapamal Road, Suite 100

Scottsdale, AZ B5250-2B1B

T: C4B03 59S-SBSO

F: C4BO] 367-5262

Consumer Relations: custsepv@fenderusa.com

www.fender.com
The trademarks identified in this magazine, including the Fender® Telecaster® and Stratocaster'2 guitar he'adstock designs are

owned by Fender Musical Instruments Corp. (FMIC). The following trademarks are not owned by FMIC: Bigsby®, Celestion®,

Country Music Hall of Fame'1; DiMarzio'* Air Norton™, Tone Zone™; Dysenberg*, Eminence®, Fishman" Powerchip™, Gotoh®,

Jensen", Korga, Meguiar's*; Seymour Duncan", Duncan Designed*, Hot Rails™, Invader™; Speakon®, Zippoa. All rights

reserved. Every product from FMIC is made with pride and care - and is backed by a product-specific warranty. Consult your

local retailer, distributor, or the Fender Web site (www.fender.com) for details. Features and specifications are subject to change

without notice. Again, check the Web site for up-to-date information.
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